
ASCE-INDOT 
STRUCTURAL SUBCOMMITTEE 

MEETING NO. 50 MINUTES 
January 18, 2011 

 
The meeting was called to order at 9:10 am by Steve Weintraut.  Those in attendance were: 
 

 Randy Strain INDOT, Structural Services 
 Anne Rearick INDOT, Structural Services 
 Jim Reilman INDOT, Construction Management 
 Tony Uremovich INDOT, Structural Services 
 Tony Zander INDOT, Materials and Tests Division 
 Bill Dittrich INDOT, Program Development 
 Mike Wenning American Structurepoint, Inc. 
 Burleigh Law HNTB Corp. 
 Mike McCool Beam Longest & Neff, LLC. 
 Celeste Spaans Prestress Services, Inc. 
 Jason Yeager Gohman Asphalt Company 
 Mike Halterman USI Consultants, Inc. 
 Steve Weintraut Butler, Fairman and Seufert, Inc. 
 Michael Eichenauer Butler, Fairman and Seufert, Inc. 
 

In addition to the attendees, these minutes will be sent to the following: 
 

 Ron McCaslin INDOT, Structural Services 
 Brian Harvey INDOT, Program Development 
 Keith Hoernschmeyer Federal Highway Administration 
 Troy Jessup R. W. Armstrong 
 
 

A meeting agenda had previously been distributed and the following items were discussed: 
 
 1. The October 6, 2010, meeting minutes were approved as written, and have been 

placed on the INDOT website. 
 
 2. INDOT prefers to not use semi lightweight concrete unless design dictates its use.  

This should be shown as a savings in the SST and economical analysis.  INDOT is 
seeing problems with delayed ettringite when using semi lightweight concrete that 
causes cracking in the beams.  INDOT is working on a specification to address the 
concerns. 

 
 3. Self consolidating concrete was discussed.  Due to testing requirements which are 

different than normal concrete, it was determined that its use will probably be driven 
by the precast industry. 

 
 4. Bridge Design Conference will be on July 26 and July 27.  Subcommittee will form to 

develop topics. 
 
 5. Mike McCool sent reinforcing details to Prestress Services.  His findings were that the 

3D bar costs approx. $5.75/lft more than the U bar and a welded stud bar would cost 
approx. $1.25/lft more than the 3D bar.  It was suggested that Mike develop a 
proposal for a research project at Purdue. 



 
 6. The group would like INDOT to issue a memo to allow welded wire reinforcement in 

precast beams.  Steve will send a proposal to Randy to run through the Standards 
Committee. 

 
 7. Randy Strain and Jim Reilman are working on learning the process of post tensioning.  

They may be developing a construction manual on post tensioning. 
 
 8. INDOT is looking at developing a recurring special provision on high strength 

concrete.  Currently waiting on research to be completed and then develop an 
implementation plan. 

 
 9. Professor Frosch is performing a study on skewed reinforced concrete approach 

slabs and will present results to Randy soon. 
 
 10. Burleigh passed out a handout on MSE wall clearances at abutments.  Tony 

Uremovich will deliver it to the wall committee to incorporate into the Design Manual.  
Designers need to be aware of the clear distances that are required between MSE 
walls and piles. 

 
 11. Randy and Jim stated that construction loads on rehabilitations need to be checked 

especially when the deck is being replaced or when the structure is being widened 
and new beams are being added. 

 
 12. Long term deflections on concrete beams is not being considered in design.  There 

have been instances during construction where the residual camber was less than 
calculated causing additional fillet over the beams.  This appears to be more common 
with longer bulb-T beams (>100’).  It is recommended that the designers check their 
designs for an additional 2” fillet on top of their normal fillet to address the 
construction camber issues.  It was suggested to investigate the short term and long 
term camber factors in PCI for bulb-Ts since these factors were developed in 1977. 

 
 13. Some designers are calling out #5 stirrup bars in the hybrid bulb-T beams and there 

are issues with the bar bends of 4db.  Celeste will investigate. 
 
  
The next meeting for the INDOT Structural Subcommittee is scheduled for 9:00 am on April 7, 
2011, in a room to be determined. 
 
This meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m. 
 
   Respectfully submitted, 
   BUTLER, FAIRMAN and SEUFERT, INC. 
 
 
 
   Michael Eichenauer, P.E. 
   meichenauer@bfsengr.com 
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